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The Extraudio x250 pure class AD. 

I was unsure whether to tell you all about it. Certainly not for the need to hide 
something, but for the opportunity to tell a first part which, for the purposes of 
the review, turns out to be totally irrelevant but ... anyway. I decided to empty 
the bag completely and here I am to weave the history of a cohabitation that 
has lasted for 5 months now. 

Early February 2019. AudioSinapsi has not yet completed the first month of life 
online when I receive the call from Gigi Colaci, a kind person who asks me for a 
meeting in the editorial office. I receive it a few days later and in a moment, we 
empathically get to the point: a dear Spanish friend of hers has been designing 
electronics for a few years and would like me to listen to them. So far nothing 
strange, but when Gigi starts talking to me about Class AD, I remain perplexed 
and stop him with a peremptory "YOU CAN'T!" . 

I would have liked to tell him the story of Uncle Enzo and Uncle Nicola, but I 
fear he would not have appreciated at that moment, but here I want to tell it to 
you. 

It was the 1940s and my uncles were preparing to declaim the Christmas poem 
in turn to my grandfather during the Christmas dinner. Uncle Enzo proudly, 
stood on the chair and solemnly of a 6-year-old boy who had just learned to 
read, unfolded the sheet of the "letter" and began like this: "twenty-five minus 
twelve minus one thousand nine hundred forty-seven"  
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At the other end of the laid table, a cry "CANNOT BE!" Arose . 

That spiteful of Uncle Nicola's good soul, a few years older, had just decreed 
the premature end of the letter between the outbreak of laughter of brothers and 
cousins and the tears of Uncle Enzo who refused to continue reading beyond 
the date 25-12 -1947 which stood out at the top of the sheet and which the poor 
uncle had mistaken for a subtraction. He ran away to the bedroom and fasted 
all Christmas, repeating himself and his mortified cousins " but how can you not! 
It's written! “ 

After this anecdote, the reason for my spontaneous reaction will probably be 
clear; we are used to classifying electronics by operating classes related to the 
polarisation of the stages, the best known of which in hifi are Class A, AB, B and 
D. Never before have I ever heard of Class AD but there is always a first time 
and I will tell you about it in the next few lines. 

I therefore agree to have the link to the website and the technical descriptions of 
the Extraudio X 250 amplifier sent to me, and to my amazement, I clearly read 
the wording Pure Class AD on the splendid front. It is enough to trigger 
curiosity. I wanna try it. 

Thirty days go by and the courier rings. The unboxing of an immaculate object 
is always an exciting practice and those frantic minutes in which you struggle 
with the packaging are essential to fuel the expectations of the first impression. 
Nice nice nice. It comes in a livery of an original orange tone; weighs like a brick 
and conveys a feeling of extreme solidity. 

Opening it, I exclaim the famous "less is more" by Mies van der Rohe, a 
frequent phrase in my daily vocabulary. I never thought I would read about his 
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subsequent integration in "less is more, but better executed" by the 
legendary German designer of the Braun Dieter Rams to whom Extraudio is 
openly inspired in his presentation manual. 

I put it in, but what a struggle! It sounds packed for days and days and I can't 
rest. 

Three months of waiting to complete the recommended 400 hours 300 of which 
show no change in that perfect but unexciting sound.I am reminiscent of all the 
occasions when I listened to Class D amplifications; always the same effect of 
perfectionism that is not very human; you can never find a specific defect, but 
not even a specific quality if not the extreme control of the low range, the real 
strength of the Class D. 
 
In truth, at the approach of 400 hours, something changes in terms of the 
opening of the scene, already from the beginning wide but gradually, 
increasingly disconnected from the speakers up to my zenith, coinciding with 
the concept of "speaker off".I am ready to write my review, certainly positive and 
with interesting but certainly not exciting ideas. 

There is a lot of control at the bottom, there is the aforementioned acoustic 
scene; there are very beautiful voices and perfectly set in the complex of the 
instruments but they lack their own light and lack of atmosphere. I speak about 
it with the good Gigi, who reports the Spanish designer to Thomas. Half day 
time and Thomas writes to me, confirming all my doubts and asking me to be 
patient. Send to pick up the integrated and send me, in the same days, the MK 
II version he was already working on, aware of some limits of his machine. 
In all fairness, I do not expect revolutions but in the meantime, I have tried other 
"traditional" amplifiers to review and something of that integrated just started, I 
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already miss. 5 days go by and a strange restlessness assails me when I put 
myself in critical listening in the editorial room where for 4 months I listened 
almost exclusively to the Extraudio X250. 

The habit of a certain type of sound is always lurking and yet, I consider myself 
relatively immune or at least, aware of this addictive risk. It may be, but I am 
missing that fast, precise and frank sound a little, despite the critical streak 
towards a certain lack of air of the Hispano-Dutch amp remains clear in my 
auditory memory. 

Sixth day (three more than Christ; I will lodge a complaint with the SDA), the 
courier rings the door and downloads the MK II version directly from Holland. 
Attack immediately but without specific expectations; if anything, the curiosity of 
the counter-test, compared to the assessments of the days when I felt the lack 
of it. Small detail: the faithful dac Audio Gd, is meanwhile engaged in another 
listening room and without thinking much about it, I attack a relatively modest 
IFI Nano in the listening chain, otherwise unchanged. 

Show! Speakers totally vanished in the electronics skyline and lots, lots of air 
around voices and instruments; that air that I missed so much in the previous 
version and that now turns out to be the first absolute index when this upgrade 
is turned on. A figurative apoplectic stroke kyrie pervades the listening room, 
with the choir immanent and silhouetted on the rear wall that would give Mozart 
himself goosebumps if he passed through our editorial office. There is air 
between the voices despite the wonderful unison. 

I review the same test tracks of the months spent in the company of the 
previous version of the amp: 

from the Doctor 3 album, I extract Close to you and the piano by Danilo Rea, it 
resounds free and full of harmonics; launch Theme from Schindler's list and 
Fabrizio Sferra 's plates vibrate with bronze and thick copper, hot and at the end 
of the note, shiny as silver. 

I put some good rock back on by letting Talking Heads' S peaking in Tongues 
flow and I tell myself. “In the low range it hasn't changed; it was accurate and 
still is ” but I'm wrong. It is when I go to the Japan of Gentlemen take polaroids 
that I realise how much freedom even rock music has acquired (my aversion to 
the audiophile judgments expressed on electrified genres is known).  

I try to understand the origin of this sensation, I discover it, I have no doubts: 
the speed of the "stop and go" of the lower transients has increased and with it, 
the sense of rhythm and the freedom connected to it. A modern sound, fast, 
precise and perfect but no longer perfect "Class D style" , that is afflicted by 
"flat-boredom" (newly created neologism and with no future) indeed, lively, 
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harmoniously rich (albeit not comparable with harmonic richness) of the best 
creations of the Golden Age); pleasantly "smooth" but without any trace of old 
"roll off added amplifiers" , panacea for all the evils of the old digital sources on 
cd mechanics. 

I can't believe that the honest IFI Nano dac is at the origin of such a clear and 
evident change, but I can't detach myself from this newfound and increased 
value sound that I loved and hated so much in the previous months. Two days 
to complete another listening test in the adjacent room of the editorial staff and 
carry the Audio Gd dac to the chain upstream of the Extraudio. Needless to say 
and everything is further magnified by an "n" measure, even difficult to quantify.  
There is no comparison between the two Dacs of a very different range but the 
Dutch integrated company continues to saturate the listening room with clear 
air, with an unequivocal signature. 

All I can do is contact Thomas via Whatsapp and ask for the nature of the 
upgrade. Needless to describe them in my own words, I list them simply as 
received: 

"Hi Carlo. What does the new MKII version provide? 
Naturalness in the voices, an improvement in the high frequencies and silences, 
accuracy in the timbre of the instruments, improvement of the stereo accuracy, 
greater spatiality in the sound scene, etc ... " 

General changes to be made in the update to MKII: 

1. Premium Gold Fuse 
2. Change to resistances from 1% to 0.1% tolerance, hand made and 

matched pair all resistors. 
3. Changes in the power supply, Change Toroidal transformer 120VA 
4. Adjustment of the polarization of the new working point of the new 

thermionic valves 
5. Adjustment of filament voltage 
6. Selection of new valves, with ultra precision digital meter, balanced 

internal triodes plus matched pair, plot. 
7. Installation of new valves, PREMIUM thermionic valves 6922 gold pin 
8. Measurement of quality parameters with the digital audio analyser 
9. Listening to the product and tuning by ear 
10. Final quality control and packaging 

You have just discovered that the integrated Orange has a superfine tube 
preamp section that I have kept you hidden so far, in an attempt to keep you 
glued to the reading up to this point, since I believe that the listening 
impressions of a review are well more important than the technical design 
aspects. But that's not enough. 
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I believe you agree with me that such a critical self-analysis capacity of the 
designer is far more relevant than the unshakable convictions of some of our 
local people to whom nothing can be objected, under penalty of loss of 
esteem.But it is perhaps the case to tell you, that the Extraudio X 250 is 
equipped "also" with a superb phono section of extraordinary beauty, able to 
bring out an even more bewitching, graceful, bright and full of humanity sound 
than it already does its magnificent line section. Good 50s jazz flows on Blue 
Note vinyl; modern traces run on the Dodicilune label and every nuance of the 
respective engravings from different eras is respected. Video But at this point in 
the story, it is the case that you try to explain the arcane of the praiseworthy 
abbreviation Class AD. 

Like everyone else, I believed it was the simple integration of a preamp stage in 
Class A connected to the final modules in Class D but ... it is not exactly like 
that. Extraudio initially collaborated with the Danish team Bang & Olufsen and 
with the Japanese engineers of Ice Power in the search for the best synthesis 
solution between the preamp stage in Class A and the final stage in Class D but 
without being able to bring out the extreme musicality with which this amplifier is 
the sound carrier. It was only after focusing on the question that Thomas 
managed to obtain a change in the polarisation of the input buffer of the Hypex 
OEM modules that equip his current electronics, obtaining a configuration of 
these modules exclusively for Extraudio production. Although to some it may 
seem a relative modification, for Thomas it is the ideal dialogical synthesis of 
the two classes of functioning, such as to be able to be defined "pure class AD" 
with conviction and above all, with exciting listening results as I have told you 
more about. 

Thomas says that the preamp stage is 90% of the sonic result of all electronics, 
in terms of musicality, and this is why he maniacally takes care of this stage as 
it clearly transpires from the changes on this MK II version that I reported further 
in this article and yet, he strongly believes in the "cold" energy of class D, 
capable of generating unheard-of powers with contained dimensions of 
electronics and without unnecessary "heat spills" and consumption. 

Extraudio is a company with very clear and modern ideas, with an impressive 
"charter of values" for clarity of objectives and for the Eco Mission it has set 
itself. In this regard, I must necessarily attach an extract from it, since it is the 
first time that I have ever read one so clear and well written: 
Extraudio ECO Concept: 
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0 - High quality European products  
Products are completely European. 
(High-end is the top range of the High Fidelity, so it incorporates the highest 
quality, the most innovative and the most advanced solutions in the market. 
The devices are very robust and handmade, in order to last in perfect conditions 
for many years. To achieve such a demanding quality criteria, the products only 
can be manufactured with European materials, since these are the ones that 
offer a higher quality, control and exact tolerance in their components).  

1 - Fight against planned obsolescence:  
Applying the anti-obsolescence principle we solve, without buying new 
equipment, the audiophile need of constant change and renovation. 
We are totally identified with the philosophy of creating sustainable products, 
with the possibility of making them unique, customizable and expandable, 
creating brand value. Besides, we can expand them with a simple action 
(software-hardware) in our technical lab or remotely via the internet, providing 
extra services.  

2 - Eco design 
Extraudio wants to be a brand committed to sustainability, on whichit will apply 
the eco design concept, studying the energy minimisation of consumption 
during the manufacturing process and the product’s lifetime. 
We will create environmentally-friendly products, reducing the range of 
materials used in the manufacturing process and designing the products for an 
easy separation and classification after their lifetime. 
We will use recyclable materials and environmentally-friendly technologies: Our 
product strategy is based on the long life time of our devices.  
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3 - Energy efficiency  
Energy efficiency is one of our biggest concerns. 
In the High Fidelity and High-end sectors a lot of electric current is wasted due 
to the over sizing of the chosen components. 
We work with specific cold technologies that other a similar or higher power, 
consuming 10 times less. Besides, we have reduced the minimum consumption 
in standby to 1 watt, versus the standard 5 watts in these kinds of products, 
offering a more efficient handling of energy.  
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4 - European Directives  
All Extraudio products will follow and will be homologated to the European 
directives and quality standards: 
Directive 2002/95 / CE for Restriction of Hazardous Substances in electrical and 
electronic equipment, RoHS 
Every product will include an EC declaration and the EC conformity mark, 
directive 93/68 / EEC, besides of being designed and manufactured inside the 
European Union.  

5 - The design of Extraudio products is studied on an extreme way until 
the smallest edge.  
We know that the finishing, the quality and the precision of details, the 
components and the materials used have to match the excellence of sound. We 
look for an easy to use and minimalist human design, as neutral as possible to 
be combined with other equipment’s, but with its own character. We have 
worked on the internal and external design up to the very last detail, looking for 
the perfection in electronic and mechanical engineering. 
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Is there still more? There is the price, oscillating around the 10k euro deadline. 
It contains a tube pre, a 250w power amplifier, a wonderful pre-phono, an 
aluminium remote control with a range of 80mt (it crosses the walls of the 
rooms) and above all, it contains a new musicality with noble births but few 
previous experience. 

Is it a revolution? I can't say it, but I feel I can undoubtedly marry the concept of 
"High End Democracy" coined by the company of the "Sound of the North Sea”. 

Test set up: Dac Audio Gd R7 - Thorens TD 166 turntable - Extraudio X250 
integrated amplifier - Genesis Im 8300 speakers - Supra cables - power filter 
Theorem Electric
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